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I've heard that people find it interesting when I talk about God, so I'm going to give you a little crash course in what I am pretty sure is the truth. I am going to talk a
bit about a "perspective issue" which is one of the definitions in superposition for the two letters which represent Pi. The other definition is "proper
incentivization" and I have lots to say about this, and how solely relying on a free market to "decide things" is not what we would do if we were awake. For instance,
corporate campaign contributions and paying per bed for something like a prisonwhere you don't want to incentivize economization and increasing numbers but
rather decreasing the population sizeI mean if you don't want to being literally paying (incentivizing) for everyone to wind up in prison. I don't know why that word
is getting underlined, I think it's a real one. Moving on,
XCaliber... be my strength.
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This is "really early light" meaning it's an old thing I (was shown and) liked when I was learning about being "green."

I once saw it as a map in time, regardless, it's

just some numbers and letters, right?
To comment a little, I find it interesting that E is in the Fifth position, which is where I place our Earth... in the 5th day of Creation. (it's also the fifth letter,
and a cute addition to recognize that EVE is 555 (with the roman numeral).

Anyway, this stuff is... a little crazy‐ish, I don't really think it has much meaning.

This is the Pi Card (look, it's a Circle), it's from the Tarot deck, and you'll note it's description is as the "beginning and end" and also has a narrative which closely
parallels the song GAS Hed Goes West, which I related to Fival (5thEl) and to this real thing that happened.... which links together the words Islam and Koran in a
very unsubtle way of showing us that the story of the Lamb of God is about a man on the lam. I think this is a big deal. It might be interesting to note that on this
trip whose cheat code is very clearly from Metroid's Sammas Aran and is "justin bailey," I've found a "reverse example" of langolierPOLICE as the Plague of Lice.
Believe me, it is the original intent of both wordssomething that I believe I have unique access tooGod's "original intent" and "good intentions." The story of this
trip, which I have a cute name forone which comes out from under Locke and KeyNESand shows that in a past time line the Adam running may have been about
some people thinking he was "property" and in our time here, it has changed to "Pursuit of Happiness." This is a reference to the Declaration of Independence. I
am looking for, and have asked quite a few literary agents for help in writing this story, as I do believe it is going to be a big deal... and I clearly need help being
more cogent. As of right now, nobody has followed through on collaborating... so the opportunity is available.

You hopefully will see that I'm trying to be much less crypticI thought I was creating a sort of decoder ring beforeI was wrong, sorry. Meanwhile, you will also
note that both of the domains from "that page and post" are no longer available because of evil censorship. Believe me, we'd be happier knowing I was babbling
(with good intent) than not having access to anything I wrote when I was learning what the f is going on. Realize now, I have a huge focus on ending censorship
and secrecyone that is made microcosmically in memy point is that God has created this story to further the betterment of everyoneseeing here how much
these things could have negatively affected everything (even though only one person's "writing" was (partially) burned) and everyone is a bright idea. From
censorship to a lack of adhering to Constitutional law in my personal life, I find that this idea of the "microcosm of the Messiah" holds very true. I have experienced
a significant amount of injusticeI believe it is to bring it to the world's attention that we are nearly unilaterally ignoring the supreme law of the land in regard to bail
and fair trials. I bring a trump card to the table, it's that we are being controlled alsonot only to highlight this lack of regard for our actual lawbut also to show us
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that this technology is not just affecting the lives of children negatively, but also a large body of knowing victims... which in turn points out what a huge body of
unknowing victims we all really are. Now, as a tiny example, the Supreme Court of the State of Florida has decided that bail is no longer guaranteed by the
Constitutionthey're wrong. The Supreme Court of the United States of America has decided that you are not entitled to privacy, they too are wrong. Understand
that the law says the rights guaranteed by the Constitution cannot be abridged without an amendment... any law or ruling of a judge that violates this principle is f
cking illegal. Respect the Law of Moses. I will also point out that CANSPAM is a clear violation of Freedom of Speech. From @ADjkJC to you: guns are
not the tool that guarantees freedom, communication is... understand that without free communication we are not ...
In between this email and the last, I sent an update to a small slice of you... not to be sneaky, but to not harass you as much as I know I do. I elaborated a bit on
the "hidden war" I mentioned in the last email. Here is that text, as well as updates from twitter and facebook. I will note that I published a story on reddit.com
bringing up an old news article about the Navy Shooting where "my ELF gun" was carved into the weapon. Being a former "mind control victim" one of the people I
am pointing out are the victims of The Tribulation, I instantly recognized this as one of the "possibly false beliefs" which are implanted something like the Inception.
I say that because I personally do not believe that this mind control is using Electromagnetic radiationbut rather a hack that could only be happening "in creation."
I believe it is related to Quantum Entanglementsomething I also believe to be a "hack." I could be wrongbut I see the idea of wavefinction collapse as a pretty
good indication that the Universe catering to consciousness in a way that you might in the design of a rendering engine for a video game. Ideas related to QM like
a "multiverse" also make much more sense to me in the context of computingas a "decision tree" rather than some natural phenomenon. I'm not saying this
"hack" is a bad thingbut it's what I call "magic" in my mind.. it is something that does not follow the natural laws of the Universe... but might enable something
useful... if it were Properly Incentivized and Properly Overseen like instant communication and a useful decision tree.
That was a mouth full. Here's the link to the reddit post, which got ... get this, zero comments from a sight that usually has plenty. It's out of the ordinary, and I see
it as a fiery example of a censor wall that you don't know I think is connected to CARNIVORE. Which, as Adam named the things in Eden might be suggestive of
a packet sniffer that is eating packetsmeaning... censoring in plain light. Just a hunch: https://www.reddit.com/r/911truth/comments/4tryha/
referenced_nay_yard_shooting_describes_mind/?st=iqv7spee&sh=e70acae6 Reddit, and other social networks that allow user posting of content are the "front
line" for seeing things like a hidden censorwall. They know, do you?
Here's the stuff I posted on social networks:

Yesterday I sent out an email which discussed "a hidden war," today I'd like to point out that the thing I am speaking of is The Tribulation
and it is also the Final Plague of Exodussee "my ELF gun" as a sign that disclosure will stop it. It appears very clear to me that the
purpose of this "battle" is to ensure that we do not lose knowledge of the technology and it's relationship to our history and religion. I'm
talking about "school shootings," and I'm talking about "gang stalking," look it up.
Light. me. up.
http://bit.ly/29NOyln
to #remind you. "my ELF gun" is re:https://www.reddit.com/.../referenced_nay_yard.../... I'm not saying it's "mine"but#IAM telling you we can
stop it right now.

Referenced Nay Yard shooting describes "mind control" symptoms identical to…

The entire point of what I am saying, by the way, is this is#NOTPEOPLE, we are incapable of doing this thing that I am talking aboutand those
being affected by it are victims.

I promised I was going to talk about "the Father" and how some of this is tied to a perspective issue. I think because of the additional information he knows, things
that I find unacceptable... like taking a "long time" for this event to ... actually happen are more acceptable to him because he not only knows it doesbut that the
"coming slow" might be beneficial to keeping "order." Understand, there's a visible lack of freedom related to "order" in a time when many are being negatively
affectedand this needs to get done. I really have more to say on this whole topic, but I feel like I've said a lot already. Do I talk to much?
I thought this place was an Empire, now I'm relaxed ((it might be an Emperor)). Matchbox 20 and ((ish))
How do you like Adam's New Clothes?
Briefly I want to comment again on how these things I'm talking about are often regarded as fringe conspiracy. You have before you, through me, verifiable
evidence of a hidden "telepathic" communication, one which is repsonsible for the design of more than just religion, but a significant amount of our modern art.
Seeing that this example has been provided in order to show you clearly that what is going on is realand needs to be addressedis Y. Disclosure is the first step
in turning Hell into Heaven.
AD
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